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1. In t roduct ion 

This paper will discuss the approximately 25 Turkic loanwords that can be identified in 
the Mongolic language Kangjia. It will touch upon three aspects. Firstly, the lexical fields 
will be established in which words were adopted. Secondly, I will compare the particular 
set of Turkic items found in Kangjia to those found in related languages. As will be 
shown, the set of Turkic words is very similar to that documented for Baoan and Dong-
xiang. Thirdly, I will attempt to determine the specific sources of the Turkic lexemes. The 
only Turkic language in the vicinity is Salar, but in view of the word shapes this is usually 
not the obvious donor language. 

Kangjia [kodjia] is the most recently documented Mongolic language of the Qinghai-
Gansu region in China (Secencogt 1999). It is spoken by only a couple of hundred people 
in Jainca county in eastern Qinghai. The Kangjia speakers officially belong to the linguis-
tically diverse Hui ('Chinese muslim') nationality. 

Kangjia belongs to the Shirongol subgroup of Mongolic. Together with Baoan (Bonan) 
and Dongxiang (Santa) it constitutes the Baoanic branch of that subgroup. It further shares 
genetic and areal features with the Monguor branch of Shirongol (consisting of Mongghul 
and Mangghuer), as well as with Eastern Yugur, which is not part of Shirongol. All these 
Mongolic languages also belong to a larger Sprachbund which in addition includes the Tur-
kic languages Western Yugur (Sarig Yugur) and Salar, as well as varieties of Amdo Tibetan 
and Northwest Mandarin. The members of this Sprachbund share phonological, morpholo-
gical and syntactic features, in addition to lexical similarities like those discussed here. 

Apart from a healthy percentage of native Mongolic vocabulary, and many words of 
obscure etymology, the Kangjia lexicon contains loanwords from Amdo Tibetan, North-
west Mandarin, Arabic, Persian and Turkic. Many of the loanwords have become difficult 
to recognise due to internal phonetic changes after the period of borrowing. 

2. Some notes on Kangjia 

As mentioned above, Kangjia is closely related to both Baoan and Dongxiang. Secencogt 
noted that it shared some features with the former and others with the latter, and con-
cluded that both Baoan and Dongxiang have contributed to make Kangjia what it is 
today, i.e. a language of mixed ancestry in his view (1999: 277). Stephen Kim, in his con-
tribution on Dongxiang in The Mongolic Languages, seems to consider Kangjia a dialect 
of Dongxiang (2003: 347-348). Similar sentiments may have played a role when it was 
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decided that there would not be a Kangjia chapter in The Mongolic Languages. The fact 
that Kangjia possesses many features that are shared by Baoan and Dongxiang, but tends 
to lack the defining traits of either, may also indicate that Kangjia is the result of an inde-
pendent isolation event out of Baoanic stock. To demonstrate that, at the very least, Kang-
jia is not ' just Dongxiang', the following differences may suffice. 

Kangjia Dongxiang CM 

derj ^leror] *dörben four 

№ ocin 'ökin girl 
eter ocielu "ötel to age 
nexga nokie 'nöker friend 
ger fugie *hiiker bovine 
xor-xuar oqo 'okar short 
td(r)mo ciemaij *teermen mill 
vêisun osuq 'ebesün grass 
kuar kuar) *köl foot 
sdtiki sumuge *sibü ge awl 

3. Turkic words in Mongolic 

After centuries of contacts between Turkic and Mongolic languages, there are no modern 
Mongolic languages without Turkic loanwords. At least two layers of Turkic words are 
documented from the earliest Middle Mongolian onwards, and in view of the present dis-
tribution of these words, both layers must have been present in the Common Mongolic 
lexicon. Instead of layers one may speak of ' types ' since the layers represent loans f rom 
different Turkic languages but do not necessarily belong to different periods, given that 
the modern Turkic subgroups had already diverged before the first Middle Mongolian 
documents emerged. 

The following examples illustrate some of the different phonetic correspondences of 
the two main types. The oldest layer is typified by, among other things, the familiar corre-
spondences CM *r = CT *z, CM */ = CT *s, CM 0 = CT *p, whereas the youngest layer 
involves only slight adaptations to Mongolic phonology. 

'Layer' 1: 

'Layer' 2: 

Mongolic 

*hüker 
'jalau 
"jaidarj 

Mongolic 

*bôs 
*jimis 
'toba rag 

Turkic 

*höküz 
*ya:s 
*yapitak 

Turkic 

'böz 
* ye: mis 
'toprak 

bovine 
young 
without saddle 

fabric 
fruit 
earth 
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'Layer' 3 pertains to the loanwords that are present in certain subgroups or individual 
languages, and probably entered after the split-up of Mongolic. Nevertheless some were 
adopted early enough as to be documented in Middle Mongolian, e.g. jarqaq 'hide' in the 
Secret History, qarqulaq 'tiger cat' in the Hua-Yi Yiyu, culbuq 'gum in the eyes' in the Mu-
qaddimat al-Adab. 

Among the modern Mongolic languages, Kalmuck and Moghol abound in recent Turkic 
loanwords. They are more rare elsewhere, but can be found, e.g. Khalkha evsges 'female 
sable' <— *evci kis, sonbas 'stag head mask' <— *sigun basv, Ordos yalman 'gerbil' <— 
*yamlan, busxaq 'skin of the legs of a skinned animal' <— *bicgakr, Buriat dialects saaza, 
saza 'braid' <— *sac. 

In the Qlnghai and Gansu area, perhaps a couple of hundred Turkic words are used by 
Eastern Yugur; about fifty (so far) have been found in all of Shirongol combined. 

4. Lexical fields 

Many of the Turkic words in Kangjia describe cultural concepts related to agriculture and 
trade. All loanwords that I could identify so far are nouns. Most words denote tangible 
concepts, from the following lexical fields. Natura l envi ronment : cirima 'hail' < 'ya:rma 
'groats', dur ~ durpa < 'toprak 'earth', t(i)xasi ~ taxasi < "fas'stone'. Animals: kdkauhu < 
*keklik 'partridge', gugucij < *kokiircgiin 'pigeon', s(i)jigj < 'sicgan 'mouse'. Agricul ture 
& hort icul ture: arpa - appa < *arpa 'barley', basig(i) < *basak 'ear (of grain)', bagdi ~ 
bagdi < *bugday'wheat', kancir < 'kendir'hemp', urma < 'orma 'harvest', turma ~ tumar 
< *turma 'turnip', jarjgsy < *yarjak nut'. Human env i ronment and mater ia l culture: 
aga < "agd 'village', baga - baga ~ buga < *bakir 'copper > money', ba(r)mj ~ bormo < 
*batman 'unit of weight', cugu ~ cigu < "coki 'chopsticks', gebde - gibde < 'kegde 'paper', 
Xde ~ xte < *kitafi 'Chinese', dan < ' i am'wal l ' . Kinship terms: ana < "ana 'mother ' , ade 
'grandfather' ? < "ata 'father', aji < "eze 'elder sister'. The latter category is notoriously 
problematic because it contains Lallworter, and both Chinese and Tibetan use a number 
of forms that are phonetically close to their Turkic counterparts. 

5. Distr ibution of Turkic words in Shirongol 

At first sight the distribution of the Turkic words across the Shirongol languages is very 
chaotic. Many words are only attested in a single language, while others are shared by 
several sets of languages. But in case of more widely attested items, some patterns do 
emerge. As established in Nugteren 1998, there is a set of Turkic loanwords that is shared by 
both Shirongol branches, while other sets are either restricted to Baoanic or to the Monguor 
languages (the few Turkic loans in Mangghuer, not discussed in that article, agree with 
Mongghul). Mongghul shares several items with Eastern Yugur, but as the latter has a far 
larger number of Turkic words, this may be of little significance for classification purposes. 

Based on other shared features one expects the Turkic loans in Kangjia to largely 
agree with those found in Baoan and Dongxiang rather than with those in Mongghul or 
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Eastern Yugur. This is generally the case. Kangjia has several words that were already 
known to occur in both Shirongol branches, e.g. *bakir 'copper > money', *ta:s 'stone', 
'turma 'turnip'. In other cases Kangjia indeed fits in specifically with the Baoanic branch: 
*a:gil 'village', *arpa 'barley', *bugday 'wheat' , *kegde 'paper', "sicgan 'mouse', *ta:m 'wall'. 
In case of"yarjgak 'walnut ' , Kangjia shares the shape 'jaijgak with Baoan and Dongxiang, 
as opposed to *jak in Mongghul, which, like Middle Mongolian (Huá-Yí Yiyü) Ji'aq, 
represents a different development, likely a different Turkic source form (cf. also faq in 
the Dahe dialect of Western Yugur). 

However, several words found in Baoan and Dongxiang, and therefore expected in 
Kangjia, are missing, e.g. *celpek 'mucus (in the eye)', *erük 'apricot', "kaymak 'cream', 
attested in both Baoan and Dongxiang, and "közegü '(charred stick used as a) poker', which 
is attested in all the other Shirongol languages, including Mangghuer. 

There are only few Turkic words in Kangjia that are not attested so far in Baoan or 
Dongxiang, e.g. *basak'ear (of grain)'. 

The following list shows the Turkic words borrowed by Kangjia and their distribution 
in the remaining Mongolic languages of the region. (NB: the reconstructed Turkic source 
forms need not be identical to Old Turkic. Common Turkic vowel lengths are omitted.) 

Some cases (marked +?) are uncertain due to a phonetic or semantic discrepancy be-
tween the attested form and its assumed Turkic source form. 

Kangjia ade 'grandfather ' differs semantically from 'ata ' father ' (cf. Dongxiang ad a 
'father'). Secencogt derives Kangjia causi ~ cosi 'ladle' f rom Turkic without mentioning a 
form. Perhaps he was thinking of *comis, which is an unlikely match phonetically. Kang-
jia urma 'harvest ' is a good match for Turkic *orma, but Secencogt marks it as a Tibetan 
word (also without providing a source form). Two other uncertain correspondences 
involve the following widespread borrowings. Kangjia j a y a 'handful ' closely resembles 
Turkic *haya 'palm of the hand', but its Mongghul counterpart X a y a S inexplicably ends in 
g, casting doubt on this etymology. Turkic *örtgün ' threshing floor' may be the ultimate 
origin of Kangjia torgo ~ targo ~ togo 'id', although Kangjia and remaining Shirongol 
suggest a form *ütergen. Hán Jiányé (1992: 61) derives Kangjia (y)üa'to cry' f rom Turkic, 
but this form corresponds well to Mongolic "uda. Hán (ibid.) views Turkic *baka as the 
source of bab(a)ga 'frog', but it, and perhaps even the Kangjia form paka given by Secen-
cogt, may be alterations of Amdo Tibetan dialect forms (Literary Tibetan sbal-pa; cf. 
Mongghul pba-.vag, Nantoq Baoan mbawa). 
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Turkic source form Shirongol 

E. Yugur Mongghul Mangghuer Baoan Kangjia Dongxiang 

1 'agil camp 0 0 0 + + + 

2 "ana mother + + + + + + 

3 "arpa barley 0 0 + + + + 

4 'ata father 0 + + 0 +? + 

5 *aze < *eze elder sister 0 0 0 + + + 

6 •bakir copper + + 0 + + + 

7 'basak ear of 
grain 0 0 0 0 + 0 

8 "batman unit of 
weight 

0 + + + + 0 

9 *bugday wheat + 0 0 + + + 

10 'comis ladle + 0 0 0 +? 0 

11 'coki chopsticks 0 0 0 0 + + 

12 "haya handful 0 + + 0 + + 

13 "kegde paper 0 0 0 + + + 

14 "keklik partridge + +? +? 0 + + 

15 'kencir <?"kentir hemp + 0 0 + + + 

16 'kitay <"kitan Chinese 0 0 + + + + 

17 "kokusgun < 
"kokurcgun pigeon + +? +? +? + + 

18 "orma harvest 0 0 0 0 +? 0 

19 "ortgiin threshing 
floor 0 + + + + + 

20 'sicgan mouse 0 0 0 + + + 

21 'tam wall 0 + 0 + + + 

22 'tas stone + + + + + + 

23 *toprak earth 0 0 0 0 + 0 

24 'turma turnip + + + + + + 

25 
'}(ar]g)ak < 

'yarjak/'yagak nut 0 + 0 + + + 

26 'jarma < "yarma hail 0 + 0 + +? + 

6. Word shapes and source languages 

Most of the Turkic words in Kangjia cannot be derived from a specific source form (which 
also applies to many loans in the other Shirongol languages and Eastern Yugur). The fol-
lowing items could stem from (an earlier stage of) Salar, but lack the informative phonetic 
features needed for a certain match. 
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Kangjia Salar W. Yugur CT 

aga village agil agil 'a:gil 
basigCi) ear (of grain) (bas) pa§aq "basak 
baga/bsga/buga money (copper) vax'ir pahqir 'bakir 
kakaalia chukar (bird) keklik kekilik *keklik 
t('i)xasi/tas stone das tas *ta:s 
cügu - cigu chopsticks cugu 0 *cöki 
dan wall dam 0 *ta:m 
xde/xte Chinese X'idi qhiti " kit añ 
turma turnip turma turma *turma 

In other cases modern Salar has a deviating form that cannot be the source: 

Kangjia Salar W. Yugur CT 

arpa ~ appa barley ahra/arfa harva *arpa 
ba(r)m3 ~ bormo weight; scales om'in 0 *batman 
bagdi/bagdi wheat bogji 0 *bugday 
dur ~ durpa earth torix tur(w)aq *toprak 
gugucii pigeon guryunjux kiikigkin *kö.kürcgün 
targo - to(r)g3 threshing floor yiirdin 0 *örtgün 

The Turkic word, or at least a convincing source form, may not be attested in Salar at 
all. In case o f 'hemp ' and 'paper' the Western Yugur form is closer. 

Kangjia Salar W. Yugur CT 

sCOJigo mouse 0 ?igan * sicgan 
Jar] gay walnut 0 Uaq] *yarjak 
kancir hemp gemdur khemcir *kendir 
urma harvest 0 0 *or-ma 
gebdeJgibde paper ixax't] khegti *kegde 
cirima (sic) hail yarma 0 *ya.rma 

The phonetic shapes of the Turkic words in Kangjia and remaining Shirongol are di-
verse to a degree that suggests that the source languages belong to various periods and 
subgroups of Turkic. For instance, intervocalic *g was preserved in 'agil 'village', but VgV 
was contracted in 'kd:zegu 'poker' (found in all of Shirongol except in Kangjia). The latter 
development is an innovation also found in Kypchak. Postconsonantal 'g was preserved 
in *sicgan 'mouse', but lost in 'ko.kurcgun 'pigeon'. The latter development is normally 
found in Oghuz. Initial Turkic *y is represented by an affricate (suggestive of Kypchak) in 
'ya:rma and *yarjak. 

Some variable developments cannot be ascribed to Turkic source languages, e.g. final 
*k was preserved in 'basak 'ear' and 'yarjak'nut', but lost in 'keklik'chukar (partridge)' 
and 'toprak 'earth'. Likewise *r was preserved in *kendir 'hemp' but lost in *bak'ir 'cop-
per'. Similar inconsistencies can be observed in native words. They are the result of the 
ongoing'sinification' of Kangjia syllable structure. 
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Some Kangjia forms are idiosyncratic. The inexplicable c of cirima 'hail' would have 
been reason to doubt the identification, if it were not for the presence of this word in the 
other Baoanic languages (in shapes close to Kypchak *jarma). The b of gibde'paper' is un-
expected as well. 

On the other hand, the affricate in ArarcciV'hemp' is mirrored by the other Baoanic lan-
guages, and also found in Eastern Yugur and Kalmuck. This suggests that a Mongolic cog-
nate "kencir had developed quite early. 

In short, the Kangjia word shapes indicate that most of the Turkic loanwords are non-
recent and/or non-local. Moreover, not all words can be derived from a single Turkic lan-
guage. There are a couple of conceivable explanations which are not mutually exclusive. 

The Kangjia speakers may have adopted the Turkic words elsewhere, before they set-
tled in their present location. The words may have come from an earlier stage of Salar or 
from a Turkic substrate language whose precise affinities are unclear. They may have 
entered via other Baoanic languages, without any direct contact between Kangjia and 
Turkic. 

These scenarios depend on the assumption of historical circumstances that are ac-
tually unknown. An alternative explanation is the following. 

As many word shapes are consistent with phonetic developments found in Chaghatai 
and Kypchak Turkic, such words may have been carried from Turkestan to Qlnghai by 
Chinese-speaking Muslims, or by an actual Turkic-speaking component of such a 
migrating group. 

Some of the Turkic items may have been handed down in a 'package' of cultural 
terminology typical for the Hui, and largely unknown to non-Muslim speakers of North 
Western Mandarin dialects. This package also contained the Persian and Arabic words 
found in Kangjia, such as dunya 'world', meici 'mosque', tesbixar 'prayer beads', from 
Arabic dunya, masjid, tasbih, and a/ui] ' imam', cinciri 'chain', duzexe 'hell', pere 'spirit' 
f rom Persian 'axiin < 'axwund, zinjir, dozax, pari. Several of these words show 
adaptations to Chinese phonology, notably with regard to syllable structure. 

The following Arabic or Persian words must have entered via Northwest Mandarin, 
because their Kangjia shapes do not simply represent phonetic adaptations of the Arabic 
or Persian words. Judging from the peculiarities they contain (the added i of asmani, the 
n in mania, etc.) they are based on the forms these words took on in Northwest Man-
darin. 

Kangjia N. W. Mand. Modern Uygur 

asmani a si ma ni asman sky 
mania man la molla(h) mullah 
naima^i ne ma c'i namas namas prayer 
nikaxar ni kha xa nika(h) wedding pronouncement 

Northwest Mandarin as spoken by the Hui also adopted loanwords of Turkic origin, 
including the following items of cultural vocabulary (tones omitted): 
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N. W. Mandarin Modern Uygur 

a f*a ata father 
a ta si adas friend 
pa la bala child 
wu ma umas (umac) porridge 
fiia ma kur camgur turnip 
khé fiu ma? kätmän mattock 
y a k' si yaxsi good 

On the other hand the number ofTurkic words which are attested both in Kangjia and 
in Huí dialects is small. For instance the names of animals and cultivated plants that 
Kangjia took from Turkic are not attested in Huí. This can only partly be blamed on the 
small size of the Kangjia corpus, as there is a considerable overlap where the Persian and 
Arabic words are concerned. 

Evidently the matter of the entry route(s) of the Turkic words in Kangjia cannot be 
resolved in this brief contribution. The possibility of Chinese intermediation could be 
confirmed when more Chaghatai and Kypchak-like forms attested in Kangjia are also 
found in Northwest Mandarin. 
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